Differences in dynamic structure of LC8 monomer, dimer, and dimer-peptide complexes.
Dimerization of dynein light chain LC8 creates two symmetric grooves at the dimer interface with diverse binding capabilities. In addition to pH and protein concentration, dimerization is affected by phosphorylation, as illustrated by a phosphomimetic mutation that promotes dissociation of LC8 to a monomer and subsequent dissociation from the dynein complex in vitro. In this work we characterize the dynamic structure and unfolding profiles of an LC8 mutant, H55K, as a model for monomeric LC8 at neutral pH. Backbone (15)N relaxation experiments show that the monomer, while primarily ordered, has more heterogeneous dynamics relative to the LC8 dimer, predominantly in residues that ultimately form the binding groove, particularly those in beta 1 and beta 3 strands. This heterogeneity suggests that conformations that are primed for binding are sampled in the inactive monomer and favored in the active dimer. Further changes of LC8 backbone dynamics upon binding to short peptides from Swallow (Swa) and dynein intermediate chain (IC) were elucidated. The conformational heterogeneity apparent in the LC8 dimer is retained in LC8/IC but is lost in LC8/Swa, suggesting that the degree of ordering upon binding is ligand dependent. The reduced complexity of motion in LC8/Swa correlates with the less favorable entropy of binding of LC8 to Swa relative to IC. We propose that the conformational motility of beta 3 has functional significance in dimerization and in ligand binding. In the latter, beta 3 flexibility apparently accommodates different binding modes for different ligands resulting in ligand-specific conformational dynamics of the binding site that may impact other processes such as accessibility to phosphorylation.